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ABSTRACT

This paper recalls the statistical origins of the
MDNBR concept and Owen's coefficients, as used
in CHF studies. The way in which they are
currently used may be incorrect and we shall
present a better approach, in which the lower
tolerance interval limit depends on parameters Use
with least-square regressions and smoothing splines
is explained. We also include an example, based on
A CHF EPRJ test, from the Columbia University
data bank.

INTRODUCTION

The Minimum Departure from Nucleate
Boiling Ratio (MDNBR) is a concept which is
uidely used in boiling crisis safety studies.

However, users are often not familiar with the
origins and statistical basis of this concept. Indeed,
some users may be have been tempted to use it
incorrectly

Classicaly, the MDNBR is used with the
results of some least square regression on Critical
Heat Flux (CHF) data. Nowdays. other tools, such
as tables (see Groenweld [I]) or smoothing spline
(see de Crécy [2]). are more and more frequently
used (s the statistical basis of the MDNBR
changed by use with these new tools ?

As this paper is intended for research scientists
and not statisticians, we shall start by briefly
recalling the differences between confidence and
tolerance intervals.

We shall then propose a way of building
tolerance intervals. In order to achieve that, we
shall introduce non-central Student's distribution
concept.

As examples of their use. we shall study three
different tools :

-an average: we find the widely used Owen's
coefficients.

- a multi-linear least-square regression
- a pseudo-cubic thin-plate type smoothing spline

An example of use with a CHF test from the
EPRI data bank is presented

1. WHAT IS A CONFIDENCE INTERVAL ?

The confidence interval is a well-known
statistical notion. It applies to a real parameter.
whose true value is unknown, but we assume that
we have an estimation of it. based on a sample.

If y is an estimation of the real unknown
parameter y. the confidence interval la. at a level of
confidence a. is such that

Prob{ueIrjJ = a (1)

For example, let u be the mean of a normal
population, u is unknown, and. with a sample of
size n. we obtain an estimation il of u

Zx1U = -

then, a confidence interval for n is

a
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(2)

(3)

where ô is an estimation of the unknown
standard deviation a :

(4)

(D

I n - 1

then, we have :

Prob{nela} = <

Remark:
A confidence interval may be either double

sided or single sided (if + x or - x is one of the
interval limits).



2. WHAT IS A TOLERANCE INTERVAL ?

Tolerance interval does not apply to a real
parameter, but to an interval characterizing a
probability density function

Let I1, be an interval containing a proportion (3
of the integral of the probability density Junction f

i-i4 f(t) dt = (3 (5)

If the probability density function f is known,
an interval Ip may easily be found

For example, if f is a normal (Gaussian)
probability function of mean \i and standard
deviation a. an interval Ip is known

where Zp is given in any statistical book.

Of course. Ip is not unique: it may be single-
sided or double-sided, symétrie or not, etc But
generally, f is unknown. We only have an
assumption ("f follows a Gaussian law") and
informations from a sample.

So Ip is unknown and a tolerance interval, at

level of confidence Tf and at proportion p, is
interval Jy p such as

Prob{lpcJr.pJ = y (7)

J7 p is a random interval, as it depends on the
sample, which is assumed to be random.

In the same way. as a confidence interval, a
tolerance interval may be either single-sided or
double-sided.

The proportion P is often called the
population coverage.

J. DETERMINATION OF TOLERANCE
INTERVAL

5.1 The model

In all subsequent calculations, we assume that
the unknown probability density function f follows
a normal (Gaussian) distribution.

The model is:

where y is a dependant variable (for example a
critical heat flux)

h ( 0 )

is a d component vector, representing
the d indépendant variables (for
example, the other thermal-hydraulics
conditions such as P. G, x. L. Dh. etc )

is a Gaussian random variable, of
mean 0 and variance 1

is the standard deviation (unknown)

is an unknown function Three sub-

models will be analysed in more detail

a) h is an unknown constant So.
d = 0 and C no longer exist

b) hi C) is an unknown multilinear
function

the coefficients b, . j = I. d are unknown and the
Uj, j = I, d are the d components of 0 .

c) h(G) may be any "smooth" function
(continuous, derivable, without
vertical dérivâtes) and is
approximated by a pseudo-cubic
thin-plate type smoothing spline,
whose smoothing parameter is
determined by generalized cross
validation (see de Crécy. [2])

3.2 Estimation of h(0) and a

h(0) and o are unknown, and we look for

estimations h of h and a of o. by selecting a
random sample of size n from the relevant
population under study, that is to say by using
experimental data that must have more or less the
same distribution as the relevant population under
study. In our example, the CHF experimental
points must have more or less the same distribution
in the parameter space as the expected incident or
accident transients (dangerous from the point of
view of the boiling crisis) of a PWR.

So. with the n experimental data points.
(y,.O,);i = I.n, we built estimations h of h and

ô of O.
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Sub-model a)

•A e have h = 1^

n

1 1 - 1

(9 a)

(10 a)

density function of normal distribution ( i e a
proportion 3 of the true unknown population) is

iT (Cu[I i (C)-Zn «.*•*[ (ID

We look for a tolerance interval Iy.p under the
form

) - R a . - r\ (12)

Sub-model b)

Let B = (b|, , b d / be the d-vector of the
unknown coefficient. X the n < d matrix which the
i-th line is the i-th vector Û,. and Y = (y,. . y n /
the n-vector of the n experimental dependant
\ anable

So hi C) = CB

As h and ô are known (equations (9) and
( 10)), the problem is to determine k

Using the definition of a tolerance inten al. we
have

Prob{h(0)-kO£hlC)-zpa} = y (13)

we introduce the function g(U) such as

111 O)-hi 0)
follow a normal distribution of mean

and estimation B of B is given by

So

and

where i I

ill O = C1B

( n - p ) 1 :

represents the euclidian

B = (X1X

norm.

r'x'Y

(9 b)

(1Ob)

O and variance I

with sub-model

g(0) = -^»
Vn

with sub-model

in\ I ."tt/«»t.

a).

b).

,r1

JUl I

we

we

have

have

1/2

Sub-model c)

hi U ) is the pseudo-cubic thin-plate type
smoothing spline which approximates h(U) (see de
Crecy [2]). The smoothing parameter must be
determined by generalized cross validation.

Let z, be the smoothed (calculated) value of
the i-th experimental point:

Let us note Z • (z , , . ., Zn)
1

This type of spline involves a smoothing n x n
matrix, named A, such that :

with sub-model c), we have

- Z\
(10 c)

(n-trace(A)) '2

3.3 Determining a tolerance interval

To simplify, we shall restrict ourselves to
single-sided intervals.

Ip. a single-sided interval containing a
proportion B of the integral of the Pjpbabi]ity_ _

(14a)

(14b)

(14c)

where a^ is the i-th diagonal term of the
smoothing matrix (see de Crécy [2]).

Of course. (14c) is usable only in the
neighbourhood of an experimental point U1.

Gg(O) matchs with the classical notion of
prediction uncertainty.

Remark:

Actually, for sub-model c) ' ' y - \ ' does
Og(Uj

not follow a true normal distribution,
because gfOi), depending on the smoothing
matrix, whi:h is random, is random itself.

It may also be the case for sub-model b)
when the choice of the indépendant variable Ù
depends on Y, as is the case for the very
frequently used step-wise, multilinear, least
square regression.



In all subsequent calculations using sub-
models h> or c), we neglect the fact that g(l 'j (or
X<( 'D ti <i>r may he) a random variable.

lhis approximation makes the demonstrations
easier, as the distribuions used are classical
and well known.

I-or the same reasons, we also use the
equivalent approximation, considering d (the
number of indépendant variables in sub-model
Iv and trace (A) (in sub-model o) to he
constant and not random variables ax they
actually may he.

Equation ( 13 ) is equivalent to

Pr ob

hi C)-
CTgI

hi

0)
0)

CT

(J

2P
gi CM

'g(o:
= 7 ( IS )

The left-hand side term o f inequality (15) is in
the form

T =

Vm
where

l i (O)-h(C) . _, . , _ , , -
V = =-— is a normal random variable (15a)

CTg(U)

- 4 - is a constant (called "eccentricity") (15b)
gi.U)

W - m l - 1 i sax 1 (15c)

( with m degrees of freedom) random variable.

The population coverage (or proportion) P
determines eccentricity e, and non-central Student's

distribution gives t = -p=-r. from which k is
gf U)

deduced.

Applying this to sub-model a), we obtain the k
coefficients presented in the ISO 3207 standard [4]

In the field of boiling crisis studies, rhermal-
hydraulicians often refer to k as Owen's
coefficient.

4. APPLICATION TO THE CRITICAL
HEAT FLUX

4.1 The usual way

Usually, the scientists conducting experiments
built up. with the experimental data and possibly
with physical considerations, a least-square
correlation, a CHF table, a smoothing spline, a
neural network or any other type of mathematical
predictor.

So a function K(O1) (or something equivalent)
approximating CHF is obtained

«Ppredicted = h ( 0 )

The indépendant variables 0 may include
pressure, mass velocity, thermodynamic quality,
geometric parameters and many other parameters.

For each experimental point, the ratio r, of
measured to predicted CHF is computed .

and then, statistics are done on the r, The r
variable is often called "M/P"

For sub-model a) m = n - 1 (16a)
For sub-model b) m - n - d ( 16b)
For sub-model c) : m = n - trace (A) (16c)

So. T is a non-central Student's distribution
with m degrees of freedom and eccentricity e.

This statistical distribution has been studied by
many authors, such as Owen [3].

Algorithms and programs to compute tha
lower tail area of non-central Student's distribution
may be found in many statistical software libraries.

The mean r :

n - l

1/2

and the standard deviation

are computed. A tolerance

interval Iy p on the ratio r is determined :

J y ^ = [ ? - k c r , +*>[ where k is Owen's

coefficient, as seen previously.
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During transient or incident calculation in a
PWR. a DNB ratio i DNBR) is defined

D\BR =
'^predicted

^•rejxttfj is t h e . CHF predicted by the
correlation or any other mathematical tool, and
P..p^-.M 1S t n e heat tlux forecast by the core

calculation

So. the minimum value of DNfBR (MDNfBR)
during this transient is compared with the
conception criterion, which is the maximum

allowed for - .
r i e

1

The transient will be acceptable if and only if

I
MDNBR >

r - k â r

4.2. Where is the problem ?

The main drawback with this approach is that
it disregards experimental data point distribution.
There is no difference whether this method is
applied to a parameter range containing numerous,
dense data, or to one where data are rare and
scattered It is usual to check that the MDNBR is
within the interpolated area (or inside the range) of
the correlation, but this is not an intrinsic part of
the method. The condition, which we recalled at
the beginning of § 4.2 (experimental data points
must have the same distribution in the parameter
space as the expected incident transient), is never
actually used.

For example if a large quantity of cheap, but
accurate experimental data is obtained in a useless
parameter range, it will decrease both the standard
deviation ar and Owen's coefficient k. and in
consequence the conception criterion without
obtaining any supplementary knowledge from the
useful parameter range.

4.3. A better approach

So. it is important to use a methodology that
intrinsically contains the maximum of informations
about the experimental parameter range. This is the
case for sub-model b) and sub-model c), and that is
why these sub-models seem preferable to sub-
model a).

The main drawback with such an approach is
that iu <*ĥ ngyf tuny tr3flit'"nn*^

the allowed margin in relation to a best-estimate
correlation (or equivalent) becomes parameter
dependant A DNB difference (difference between
expected heat flux and calculated critical heat tlux)
seems preferable to the classical DNB ratio The
scattering of a correlation, smoothing spline or
table can no longer be summed up by a single
figure (the conception criterion) but must depend
on the pressure, mass velocity, quality, and so on

Of course, basic precautions, like restriction of
use to the interpolated range must always be used

5. EXAMPLE OF USE: THE CHF EPRI
TESTN0164

5.1. Description of the test n° 164

This CHF test was performed at Columbia
University and a detailed description of the test
conditions and results may be found in Fighetty and
Reddy [S]. It was a 5 x 5 rod. electrically heated,
non uniform axial and radial heat tlux, 14 ft heating
length, with Westinghouse mixing grids separated
by 22". The cooling fluid is high pressure water.

We used the local thermal-hydraulic
conditions, as calculated by the FLICA 3 (see [6])
sub-channel analysis computer code, where the
DNB occurred.

Only DNB occurences on one of the 9 over-
heated central rods are taken into account. When
DNB occurs simultaneously at two different axial
positions, this DNB is accounted twice in the two
local conditions. So, 96 CHF are used.

The parameter range is :

local quality

local mass
velocity
Mg/m/s

pressure (MPa)

local heat flux
(MW/m*)

mean

186

2.87

11.70

1.373

standard
deviation

III

1.09

3.84

.373

mm.

- 079

66

5 14

771

max.

513

4 84

16.72

2.32

On the same set of data, we built both a
multilinear least-square regression by a step-by-step
method and a pseudo-cubic thin-plate type
smoothing spline.



The main characteristics obtained are

residual standard
deviation à (NfVV m' '

number of degrees of
freedom used

mean value of M/P

standard deviation of
H P

conception criterion
(traditional approach)

Correlation

1295

7

10014

0972

1 230

Smoothing
spline

1030

33

W88

.0648

I 145

The conception criterion is determined using
the traditional approach, as explained in § 5 . 1 ,
with 0 = 95% and y = 95%.

Using this approach it is not possible to
summarise the lower boundary of the single-sided

tolerance interval in a single figure, equivalent to
the conception criterion, because the lower
boundary depends on parameters P. G and x

Nevertheless, an example is presented in figure
1 for a given values of pressure (P = 12 5 MPa)
and mass velocity (G = 2 Mg/m2/s) The best
estimate CHF and allowed heat flux are plotted
versus the thermodynamic quality x.

The allowed heat tlux is determined using a
population coverage (J = 95 and a probability
y = 95.

On this figure it is clear that the present
approach and the traditional conception criterion
approach lead to quite different allowed heat tlux

This difference is particularly wide with
smoothing spline, where the conception criterion
and the residual standard deviation are lower

Interpolotad
arma P=I2 5 MPa

G=2 Mg/m2/s>

CHF test 164 from
EPRI databank
CColumbia University)
using smoothing sp Iino

"S5 T T5 ^ 25 72 35 4 45
thermodynamic q u a I i t y

Best-est i mate CHF and a I I ouied heat f I ux

best-estimate CHF
---———•- . all owad haot f I ux usi ng tradi 11 onaI concept ion en ter i an

allowed heat flux using the present approach.

FIGUREl



CONCLUSION

The statistical origins of the NtDNBR notion
have been recalled They use the tolerance interval
notion and the non-central Student's distribution,
and lead to the classical Owen's coefficients if and
only if there is one variable per observation. This is
what is usually done to obtain the conception
criterion, that is to say the minimum allowed value
of the DNBR. The single variable is the ratio M/P,
i e the ratio of the measured over the predicted
value

Doing that, parameter distribution is forgotten
and one must verify whether a given point is in the
interpolated area separately

That is why it seems preferable to use a true
tolerance interval at any point. This tolerance
interval, directly built with non-central Student's
distribution, depends on all the indépendant
variables of the correlation or the smoothing spline.
The further the point is from the center of the
experimental data points, the wider the tolerance
interval. In other words as data points become less
numerous and more scattered, so the tolerance
interval widens.

NOMENCLATURE

lower-case roman letters

a,, im term of the smoothing matrix for a
pseudo-cubic thin-plate type smoothing spline

b( j=l.dcoefficients of a multilinear function
(sub-model b)

d number of indépendant variables

e excentricity (see equation (15b))

f probability density function

g real function of the vectorial variable O
(see equation (14»

h real function of the vectorial variable U,
modelling the not-random part of the
measured value of the dependant variable
(see equation (8))

k real constant, defined equation (12).
For sub-model a), k is the Owen's coefficient
(ISO 3207 standard)

m number of available degrees of freedom
(see equation (16))

n number of experimental data points

r ratio of the measured to predicted CHF
(see § 4 I)

z

2P

a-percentile of the Student's distribution

j"' component of C

a) observation from a random distribution
b) thermodynamic quality

the dependant variable (for example, the
measured CHF)

the smoothed value of the dependant variable

(3-percentile of a probability function (usually
a Gaussian probability function)

upper-case roman letter

A smoothing matrix of the pseudo-cubic
thin-plate type smoothing spline

B ad component vector, containing the

coefficients of the multi-linear regression

Dh hydraulic diameter

G mass velocity
I, J real statistic intervals (confidence or tolerance

intervals)

L heating length

/1(0.1 ) Gaussian random variable of mean 0 and
variance 1

P pressure

Û ad component vector, containing the
d indépendant variables
(forexample : P, G, x, L Dh,...)

V see equation (15a)

W see equation (15c)

X a nxd matrix of die experimental data points.
The dxd matrix X1X is called the "inertia matrix"

Y an component vector, containing the n
dependant experimental values of y

Z an component vector, containing the n
smoothed values of the dependant variable

Greek letter»

a probability or level of confidence (equation (4))

P proportion, population coverage (equation (5))

y level of confidence (equation (7))

\i mean value

a standard deviation or residual standard
deviation



Subscripts

i refer to the experimental data points

i refer to the indépendant variable

Superscripts

estimation

t transposition
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